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The.Emergence ofthe Literal Metaphorical - Anomalous
- Y ,.

- Distinction in Young Children
%I

----Many-pWiTiAl-§-,YEdf§-6f-Mitaphor would agree that the production and

comprehensionif metaphor invorves the recognition f some novel similarity

.between concepts that belong tb diper'e cony ntional categories. Thus,

when we credit a child with producing or un erstdding a metaphor as a

donliterql'use of language, we are tacitly assumiqg that he child in fact
0

has the conventional categories that are supposed to be violated by the
\
554-ark-On involved in the metaphor.

s
0.

Take for example the `cast -of a young child who during play calls.a

green carpet "grass" (Billow, in press). Some investigators of metaphor,
1

. like Billow (in press) and Winner, Ocearhty, Kleiman and Gardner (in press,

Winner, Mcpachty & Gardner, 1980), argue that if the use of "grass" in

this'context 'is not an'overextension caused by lack of knowledge of the
. :

\

.

i

1 word "carpet," but -is a "renaMing" (Winner; et al., in press), then it
. ,

.

involves a deliberate violattof'
,--tonventional

categow'koundaries. This

" .

-.
4

, I --

II!

in turn is Zhought .to'justify
11

calling such productions metaphors. ---:-....

.0thers, (e.g.1,,' Piaget, 1962), argue that such utterances may be based ,
,

.

on the perception of some similarity between the obje4ts being compared,

./bemromcallingrareut fin.f th'Metaphors. Piaget (1962) calls them,

. I . ,

schemas" and "precbncepts" that are "intermediary between the schemas, of

sensory motor intelligence, and conceptual schemas . . ." (p. 218).

. According to Piaget, the child needs to have the hierarchical ordering of
.- . .

classes and the complete comprehension of class idclusionirelations

.).
N ,

characteriitic of the concrete operational stage before he or she can be '
- .

4. .

4./
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credited with the ability to categorize. It follows from this that the

production and comprehension of metaphors as figurative devices must await

the later stages of concrete operations (see, for example, Cometa & Eson,

1974.,

k
1-n-our-opi-n-ion-broth of t ese positions are too extreme. For example,

, it is ,byno means clear that renaming is necessarily metaphorical in nature.

If, in calling a green carpet "grass" the child is merely noticing an

(interesting) similarity of color and texture, this hardly seems 'Sufficient
1

to justifycallrnb the proAction-metaphorical. .Nor is it enough`to know
.

that the, child knows the word for carpet. Rather, what seems to be needed

is th6t the child also knows that carpets and grasp belong to different 1

conventional categories
, .

. .

The issue, of course, all hinges on what one means by calling a pro-

duction a metaphor. Our view is that there are several criteria, each

adding to the quality and depth of a metaphor. A necsssary condition for

a statement to be considetred metaphorical.is°that it is based' i a meaning-
.

ful comparison between terms drawn from different conventional categories,

althopgh, as Sternberg and his collaborators (e.g.,Sternberg, TourIneau

Nigro, 1979; Tourangeau & Sternberg, in Oess) have noted, the less remote

these categories are, the less metaphorical is he dbmparisonl! Another
0

criterion--one that usually characterizes adult metaphors.but, as we wilt

later argue, is rarely present in child metaphots--is that the respects in

which the two things are alike are differentially importar;t or central to

the two terms. Ortony (1979) refers to these two sources of metaphoricity,

as domain incongruence and salience imbalance respecyvely. The claim is

5
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0 t,

that if two terms come from different domains they4annot be literally A
.

jsimtlar because they are different kinds of things. However, comparisons

between such terms are not necessarily meaningless. Thus, there seem to

be three kinds of
.

similarit statements:1 (a) There are literal similarity'

-statements such as A riv ;is-like a lake. Thege a,-e- cases in which there

are discennible nontriv. I shilifarities between objects belonging to the

same category. (b) There are nonliteral similarrtf statements such as A

.river is like a snake. These are cases in which there are discernible

nontrivial similarities between objects belonging to different conventional

categories We shall sometimes refer to such statements,as metaphorical

comparisons. Finally, (c) there are anomalOus similarity statements such
.

.'as A river is like a cat, in which the compared terms come from different

/
categories but where there are no discernible nontrivial similAities.

,

l...___-4fflmetaphors are defined in ,terms of nonliteral.similarity;then we

need to know whether .the child who is credited with the ability to roduce

and comprehend metaphors can distinguish literal from nonliteral

rathar than whether he or she can merely distinguish meaningfulPtoillpariisons

from anomalous ones, or whether he or sKe has a complete understanding of

hierarchical ordering and class inclusion relations.
4

The experiment we conducted was designed as,a first step -towards -

'

exploring children's distinctions between literal, metaphorical, and
r

anomalous ComparLsons. It should be stressed that we were interested, in

this part of .the investigation. in examining children's conceptions of

similarity as they relate to the .understanding of verbal metaphor. Thus,

the task we used was a verbal one that probed children's conceptions Of-,

similarity based on their representations of objects in memory.

.t

6

41*
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4

In the experiment c'hildren,and adults were asked to verbally complete
)

statements' of the form "A is like f .,"-slich as "A river is like
.

choosing one of two words.' This task Will bereferred to as the comparison
A - .

task'. Each A term (e.g., riverrin these incomplete similarity, statements
110"" , .

. .

appeared Art_ comb ination-wi-th t-hreeword la-i-rseach -of-whi-ch resulted in

d

'cliffeAt types of comparisons; First,' a metaphorical/literl word pair

(hereafterthe M/L pai-r type) was used which resulted in a metaphor-
.

ical or a literal comparison. For example, given river as the A term6a
1.)

child hou)d Have to choose betWeen snake and lake to complete similarity

statement.--The seOnd-type,of word pair was a litval/arlorrolotis word pair

(hereafter an L/A pair type) resulting either-in a literal or an anomalous '

comparison. In this case a child would have to choosebetween lake and cat.

N., .

used. This resulted either in a metaphorical_ or an anomalouscomparison,

so that, again, givq river as the A term, a child wouidshave to chose

Finally, S metaphorical/anomalOus word pair (hereafter an MIA pair type) we

between snake and cat.

It was assumed that the IeleCtion of literal and filetaphorical co4ar-

isons over anomalous ones in the L/A and M/A pair types respectively would

-justify attributi-ng to-the Children the ability to distinguish meaningful

similarity statements from anomaicAs ones. In particular, a preference

for Metaphor'ical over anomalous comParisOns would be evidence that the.
child recognized some similarity in the metaphorical case. It was further

assumed th"at the selection'oC the literal over the metaphorical comparison
.

in the L/M OLir type would be evidence that the children perceived the

'terms in the literal comparisons to be more similar than those in the
4 ,

metaphorical comparisons.
.:51

'
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Since the recognition of a metaphorical statement as metaphorical

usually requires the realization that conventional category boundalles

,

acre being transgressed, t was also necessary to,determine.how subjects

viewed the categorical relationships' within the items. For this reason,

another group of children and adults received ihstructions to complete
,

statements fn which the word "likeP was suhtituted,bY-,"the same kind of

thing as." lh this categorization task the literal choices clearly become
,

the correct ones.and the metapho5a1 ones become inappropriate, something
. ...

. .
.

that is not true in the
%
comparison task. For example, while both lake

- /1'

and snake may be,equaily acceptable choices to complete the sentence, "A

river is like a . . "., only lake is a suitable completion,for "A rive"- is

the same kind of thirg as.a . . !" Thus, manipulating tht task in this way

enabled us t? check that subjects doing the comparison task could be

expected to possess the conventionalcategories whose violations were

. .

involved In the metaphorical comparisons.

'Method

'" Subjects. The subjects were 20 3 year olds (mean age 3:7), 20 4 year

°ids...J(4:7), 20 5 year olds (5:6), 20 6 year olds (6:6), and'20 adults'

(undergraduate students). In each group approximately half of the children
0

were boys and half were girls.

Materials. Ten nouns referring to concrete objects were used'as A

terms. Each A term had three B terms (BL; B
M

and B
A
) associated with it,

such that when appearing in a similarity-statement, A paired with St. gave

rise to a literal comparison, A paired with BM gave rise to a metaphorical'

comparison, and A paired with B
A

gave rise to an anomalous comparison.

The.houns used as A and B terms are listed in Table 1.

-

t

I
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I.

Insert Table I about here.

4

Each statement consisted of an A term and a pair of its associated B

terms, BM and B B
L

and 13
A'

and B
M

and BA. Thus, there werlf three pelt.
.

types of. B terms associated with. ea' A term, an M/L pair, an L/A pair,/

and M/A pair, making a totalof 30 statements. On each trial a subject

would Zect"one of the ONO B t with which he was presented. Subjects

in the comparksbn task received'all 30 statements. .The 10 statements

involvidg the M/A pair type were, however, dropped in the categorization

task because both alternatives resulted in inappropriate choices. Thus

subjects in the' categorization, task received only 20 statements.- -Each

,subject received a different' random order of statements.

,Most of the metaphorreal alternatives were selected from records of

chil:ren's spontaneous metaphor (e.g., Chukovsky, 1968; Koch, 1970), and

focussed on perceptual similarity between, the twO-terry. The'littralet

alternatives involved objects from the same category as the A term. In

the anomalous alternatives the terms were chosen so as to Wnimize any

obvious shared attributes.

To confirm our intuitions about the reativeydegree of similarity

between the different comparison types all thesiilarity statements were

rated by 15 adult judges'on a scale from 1 to 6. For eachliem the mean

similarity rating for'the two terms wap always higher for the literal

comparison that for the corresponding metaphorical comparlson,awhicn in

turn was always higher than fothe correspondiA anomalous comparison.
. ,

Overall, the ean judged similarity was 4.6 fdr the literal comparions,

3'3 filfl-jhe Yultnphnriral comirliasoacr and 1.1'for f.-14ean

I

9
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s,imilarity levels are consistent with other data (as yet _unpublished)

#

being collected in wiab.

A,

Procedure

I.
'Subjects were randomly assign d to one of the two tasks, and tested

1

- .

individually. In the comparison tas\ they were asked to say whether "A

is like BAor*C," while i9 the categori ation task 1./ere asked to say whether

"A is the,same kind of thin? as B or C." Before indicating their selection
. .

subjects were asked to repeat B and C to mike sure that they remembered

.----andtookintoconsiderationboth items.. 'At end of the experimental
--

session the subjects w ere asked to'jdstify the6- last five choices.

ti

-

Prior to participating-in the e periment all the children.were given

'a pretest of their'comprehension of the relations "like" and "same kind of
. ,

thing.'! They were shown theee toys- -a red truck, a'yellow van, and a white

kitchen stove. .Children in the comparison task were asked.to indicate

both.which items,:mere "like" each other and Which wrps "different" from the
.--

. 1 ..
. v

others. Since the purpose of the study was to determine whether young

children could distinguith literal from metaphorical similarity, the pretest

only attempted to check that.childrpn understood "like" in the context of
-1 .%

.
s,

literal similarity. Chil4ren in the categorization task were asked to

indicate which items were "the same kind of thing's and which was
.

different kiria of thing." (Two 3 year olds failed'to pass this pretest

and were ,excluded from the experiment. The whole experimental s.,;ssibn
A

lasted approximately 30 minutes; and was tape-recorded.

o
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9

First\ each subject was given 9 score based on the number of hit or

her litei-al 1-espons in the M/L and L/A pair types in th(e comparison and
C`

categorizationtasks. The.'mean pumber of these litera,1 responses in the

two tasks for each aae gr,oup appears in Table 2. A 5 (Age) x 2 (Task) x

2 (Pair Type)" analysis of variance on the literal responses showed main

effects for all the variables. The main effect for Age, F(a,90) -,- 71.05;

1nsert Table 2 about here.

.001, was dut to an overall incrase in the number of literal responses

with age. The mein 'effect for Task:, F(1,90)= 51.48, p < .001, was a

resul t of the' greater number' of li
-7

-

4ral responses in the categorization

and the main effect for Pair Type, F(.1,90)
\

greater atiger of literal ?sponses in

There was also a significant Age x Task

0C\1, a d idni ficant, Task x Pair Type

task than in the .comparison task,

203.02, p < .001 was slue to the

the L/A pairs than_ the Mil. pairs.,

tnt%eraction, E(4,90) E.<

.interaction, F(1,90) = 57.54, p < .001, and a significant Age x Task x

Pair-Type interaction, F(3,90) = 4.069, p.< :005. The Age x Task inter-

action was due td greater increase by age in 'the number of literal.
a ^

responses, in the categorization task than the ccxnpdrison task. The'Task

k Pair Type interaction was the result of the greater number of literal

responses for the L/A pair type than the M/L pair type in the comparison

task but not in the categorization task. Finally, the A§e x Task x Pair

Type interaction was duet to the lack of an increase with age in the number
4 4

of literal_ responses fort the M/L pairs in the' cotOariion talk.

.

11
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The second part ofthe analysis involvad giving each subject in the .

comparison task another score, on the basis of the 'numbero:f his or her

meaphoricai responses in the MA and H/Xpair types. The mean number of-
.

A these mgtaphlrical respopses'appears'also 2. Therel of course,

the responses in the 8/1, column ,represent the same data.as those from thd

literal 'responses. A 5 (Age) x 2.(Fair Type) analysis of variance on the

metaphorifalfresponses in the compariion,task.shWed a main effect for
.

Pair Type, F(1;453 = p4.83, p < .01, and an= interaction between

Pair Typa.,,F(4,45) p <.05. The main effect, foKPs3..r Type was
.

ge x

due to a greater= number\ot metaphorical responses in ta M/A7p.airs than
sil

the Mil pairs. The-Age X.Pair Type)teraction wa/ S due to 'an increase

with age in the number of metaphorical responses/in the M/A pairs but not
-

in the M/L pairs. In this latter case there was npreference for either

the metaphorical or the literal comparison for all age groups.

.Using a t-test for single means,, each nean forall pair types in

both tasks was compared against the probability that it occarred by,chance

(.50). A,, can be seen in Table 2, children:of 4 years and older chose

,the literal and metaphorical alternatives over the anomalous ones in the

L/A and M/A pairs in both tasL, and .they chose theliteraOrr thi
.

,

metaphorical alternatives in the M/L pairs, in the c tagorization task.

The 3 year olds also rejected the anomalies in the comparison task, but

failed to choose the literal over the metaphorical alternatives in the

?categorization task.

Discussion

The first important finding was that1n.both tasks the children,
A

even' the youngest ones, showed a clear preference for meaningful

12.

I
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comparisons over anomalous ones. This preference was evidenced by their

rejection of the anomalous alternatives in both the L/A and the 4/A pair

types. 9f course, as the main effect for ege amethe different interactions
. .

. ,
.

involving ege in both- analyses- of variance show, the older children did

be/ttr at rejecting anomalous lompariscins' than the younger children, 116w- -.

14, .

i
.

ever, evercthe 3 year o),s rejected' anomalies, for the. most part, sigelif.:

icantly'More-often. than predicted by chance. It should be:mentittneiler,

t hat the 3 year olds had some difficulty witha few specific items,
. ..

i
/

*espeptally those in 1,'hich the objects belonged to the same category but,

. I.-
, .

did not shat ,many ,perceptual properties. For example, they consistently

chose.the anomalous comparison :'eyes are like a-bicycle" (presumably

' because eyes are pound and bicycle wheels are round), over the literal
1

.

comparison "eYes are like ears." Such preferences suggest either that
ii

t -
,

younger children do not bave the conventional category well established

(in this case, one that might be called "facial features")\, or, that

they have it, that they.also possess a Tore salient nonconLntional
.

.

...

. -.,
-.. ' \category (e.g., "circular things"). However, the point remains that the

A

overall rejection of anomalies suggests that even 3:yearold\ ,chi..ldren:pan

f

distinguish a meaningful comparison from an'anomalous one.
w

.

The second important fihding involveS%the M/L pair type. As the Age
, . .

x Task x Pair Type interaction sh ed, an increase with age in the number

7 .

of 'literal responses, for the M/L parr type occurred'oqy in the jcategpri-

zat'i)n task, and.not in the CompariSO-ii't k. The tadic of preferdnce for

the literal alternatives in the M/L word pairtjn the, comparison task was

.
interesting. It vitiates against any dev. elopm tal account that proposes--

.....--
. :-----

,

that children first understand "real" (i.e., if eral) similarI ity an -.1
t

. -1 3-
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later, based on that, metaphoric 1 similarity. Such an account would

predict that the young children viould always choose a literal alternatives,

with no4preference only showing up-later. In fact, the data shows no-
.

preference responses at all ages. None-of the groups.seledted or

metaphorical completions significantly more often than chance. In other

words, the 3 year-olds, like aduYts, treat metaphorical similarity-state-

ments as'bona fide similarity statements. Thus the crucial resuit in the
//

- 4- cdmparison task is tge/finrversal rejection of anomalies.

It might still /be argued that atleast the adult subjects should have

preferred the riteral over the metaphoricalipairs, especially.since the

'adult ratings for the corresponding comparisons Indicated that their per-

ceived similarity was greater. This lack of preference can be-explatned

,if it is assumed that subjects, rbaljzir. that both alternatives were

"correct," employed one of aeveral alternative strategies to resolve thei-

-dilemma. Inspection of the protocols showed that most adults ati'c1 older

children were quite systematic, some choosing predoTinately.meiphoricai

-comparisons, others making primarily literal,selectidns instead.

Ad increase with age in the number of literal xesponses in the. M/L .

pair types did occur irthe categorizationiask,.where, in contrast to the

comparisorptask, 'the literal alterntive was Clearly the correct choice. '

This difference betwr'een the two tasks acco his for the interactions
4

between age and task, age and pair type, a'nd age, task and pair type

obtairad in,,t.he--analysis of variance on tile literal responses. The fact

that in the categorization task all children except the 3 year olds

SlteCtedtheliteral over the metaphorical alternatives significantly

more than chance would predict is",important.. It suggests that these

I
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children realized that the 'terms involved in the metaphorical pairings

belonged to different convenitonql categories.
A

It could be objected that the children* who 'selected the literal

' alternatives in the categorizatiorrtask were going so because they selected,

high associates and-not 6e-cause they.knew that the two terms belonged to

the same category. While it is true that terms from the same category

are likely,to ,be highly associated, the fact that, children of the same age

did not choose the.high associate in the comparison task argues' against .

using association fo account for theirresponses in (only) the categori-
w

zation task. It is more parsimonious to assumethat the'children who were

4 years and older chose words that belonged to the same category.

The 3,year old children showed no evidence of distinguishing the --

lite'ral from the Meiaphorical_alternatiJes in-the MA word pairs. Unlike

the older children, their selections for,this pair type dienot differ in

the two tasks. Regardless of task, the young children clearly did prefer

the literal Over the metaphoric9I, selections for particular items; for

example,. over 70% of the 3 year old children. selected the literal pairings

sugar/hohey" and "rain/snow" over their metaphorical alternative .("sugar/

snaw,"and "rain/tears",. With other items'the metaphorical pairing was

prefert=ed. ;Ninety-five percent of the 3 year olds selected "ears/pancakes,'"

and 75% of them chose "sun/orange" and "moon/cookie." Still, for the

majority of the items there was no clear preference,for either of the

alternatives.

The/3 year old children's failure to distinguish literal from meta-

phorical alternatives in the categorization task is probably not attrib-

utable to total ignorance &out the class-defining prope'rties of the
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referents of the words'used in the experjment. The children provided

adequate information when they were asked to say what they knew. about the

objectS "compared. But, as,other investigators of early child language

have noticed (Bowerman, 197§; Nelson, 1978), they did not seem to have this

information well organized in terms of the relative importance of the

different attributes. Evidence for this was provided in the explanations

of their choices in both tasks.. For example, perceptual similarity,

especjally similarity in.shape, was often the critical dimension on which

./
b.aticategorization and similarity.judgements were based. This dimension

has often been cited as'a potent determinant of childrenls similarity

....judgements (Gardner, Winner; Bechhofer & Wolf, 1978; Winner, et al., 1980).

At other times choices -appeared to be based on attributes that, from an

adult perspectiye, seemed to be relativel.unimportant (e.g., eyes are

1 '0

like a-bicycle because they are both blue). Spmetimes a judgement was

based on an important attribute of the first object but a relatively

'unimportant attriLute of the second object (e.g., the moon is,the same kind .

of thing as a shoe because the moon Is round and a shoe's heel is round).

: Sometimes an important attribute cited for the f.rrst object seemed not to

be an attribute of the second objeckt at all -(e.g., a river is the same

kind of thing as a cat because a 'river has water, the sun is like a chair

because the sun is round), and finally sometimes the child provided no

`.
substantive justification whatever (e.g., clouds aee like ice cream be -4e

I like icecream).

Althbugb traces of these types of reasoi-ftg..were also found it thg1 4

Year old groupi children of that age showed that they could reason aboUt

their choices in ways much more similar to thbse of adults. They could

16
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easily focus on the important attributes that the two objects shared and

as a result produced many more literal responses, especially in the

categorization task '(e.g., a river is. the same kind of thing as a iake

because there is water 0 both of them, a leg is the time kind of thing

as an arm because they are-parts of the body, etc.).

Although neither task alone has anything to say abbut the emergence

Of the literal /metaphorical, distinction, taken together, they provide a

basis for attributing some metaphoric competence to the 4 year old child.

First, the results of the comparison task showed that all children, even

the 3 year olds, distinguish between two kindof similarity statements;

those that make sense (i.e'., literar and metaphoriCal) and those that do

not (i.e., anomalous). Further, the'results of the categorization task

showed that after about 4 years of age, Children are aware that:the terms

min such statements belong to different conventional.categoriet. Since

the subjects for both tasks were drawn from the same population and were

tested with the same materials it is reasonable to.assume that 4 year olds

both prefer metaphoridal to anomalous comparisons and are aware that, the

terms involved in metaphorical comparisons do-not belong to the same

conventional category, while those in literAl comparisons 4o. It is on
yt

this basis that we are willing to attribute some metaphorical competence

to them. In other words, it appears that by 3 years of age children see

only undifferentiated similarity, distinguishing that from anomaly, while

by 4 they also know that some meaningful similarity statements compare

terms from the. same conventional category, while otherriieaningful compar-
.

isons involve terms from different categories.
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The,fatlure of the 3 year-old children '10 distinguish literal from

metaphorical similarity statements in thecatcgorization task is compatible

with the possibility; raised-in the introduction, that the young child's -

renamings 'might be based merely on the perception of undifferentiated

a

similarity rather than on metaphorical similarity.. However, further
.

investigation would be needed to resolve this question. It "possible

' that the ,3 year olds, an'd maybe even younger 'aildrerr, could distinguish

between lit rat and metaphorical comparisons in th,se cases in which they

we're very fam?liaT with the iteas compared; or in which thd items. in the

literal coparisons shared many propertiesof a physical /perceptual nature.

It is also po sible.that the younger children could do better in tasks

involving
i_

nvolvimg the use of conteXt4 and, of course, in non-verbal tasks that tap /

perceptual and functional similarity. :If tOs,shOuld turn out to be the.

case, the possibility,that the renamings ofchildren younger than 4-are

metaphorical in .nature would again become,iable!..

-While the present results suggest that One should be cautious about

attributing metaphorical 'competence to fiery young.chiidren (sometimes

even younger than 2 years O1d) who engage hf renaming, they also argue
.

against the other extreme, whereby such competence is denied tdchildren

prior to the stage of 'concrete operations. The finding thpt by 4 years

of age children appear to be able to distinguish meaningful comparisons

that are literal from those, that ace metaphorical suggests that they have

their knowledge adequately organized to underttand when the terms in a

meaningful comparison belong to diffecent conventional categories, and

that, therefore, they have at least one important prerequisite for metaphor

.

production and comprehension. However, we say "one important prerequisite"
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advisedly.. The metaphorical comparisons used in this study, as wel.l as

the "so called" child metaphors usualqy .encountered in the literature,/

I
. .

. .

differ from adult metaphOrs In certain important respects. First, they
4

rely almost exclbsively o perceptual similarity (and,occassionally, on

*imilarity between the actions associated with the compared,objects).

This is not an accidental phenomenon. ,The perceptual properties of objects

i
.... .

are very salient for children--in many cases they almost exhaust theirQ\
I . , , .

knowledge of objects. For adults, howeVer, perceptul predicates, while
N.,

not representing trivial properties of objects, re less central than.other4
\ .

kinds of predicates such as those havingto do.with causal and structural

relations, functional attributes, etc. (see Carbonell, 1981 for an

interesting disCussion of the relative importance of different kinds of

conceptual relitions). For example, knowledge of the sort that the sun

`*-1'
.is an astronomical object,tihe center of

gf.

the solar system, a source of

I

heat, light and energy,, 1s much more central to,the.concept of "sun" for
- a

an adult than the perceptual information that it 'appedrs to the eye as a

disc and that it has an orange color. In contrast, the perceptual infor-

mation'is what the young child mostly knows about the sun,and what the

child consequently regards as important..."THis differehce in adult-child

knowledge is probably the main' reason why child me aphors kppear from an

adult perspectiVe to be 'relatively impoverished.

A second, related, difference between adult met phors and child'

Aetaphors*is that child- metaphors tend to lack salience qmbalaixe.

Typi.cally,adult metaphorical compar!sons such as Lecfures are like

sleeping pills depend on predicates that are highly,salient (conceptually

central) for the B term being less salient for the A term--inducing sleep

19
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is more central to the Concept of sleeping pills than it is to the concept\
, ,

of lectures. Metaphorical comparison :Whch rely exclusively on perceptual

or ciesCiptive properties have little,_ if any, salience imbalahce both fbr

children and for adults,_although*for different reasons. First, if there

is.to be sufficient differentiation of salience levels there needs to be

a rather rich knowledge representation, which the young child might well

lack. Children know relatively little about objects in general, so what
4

they do know tends to be highly salient. There is, as iewere, insufficient

room in the schemas of a young child to permit any significant degree of

salience imbalance. In this sense, the,young child's appreciation of

metaphors (bah in prdduction and in comprehension) is likely to be rather

limited. Second, for the adult, perceptual properties tend to be sub-,

orditiate td more abstraCt.properties, regardless of the object. Tfrus,_
.,,, ti

. -
Wheetao objects- are metaphorica similar,*Salience imbalance, for per-

1

ceptual attributes is nnlikely.

To the extent that they lack much salience imbalance, metaphorical

comparisons will not exhibit the asyrimetries ordinarily characteristic

of them (Ortony,'1878): Thug; while Sleeping pills are like lectures is

verodd in comparison tp Lectures are like-sleeping pills, Pancakes are

like `ears is not much worse that Ears are like pancakes! It does seem to

be th case that the kinds of metaphors childrenproduce and understand

o 7

tend t to undergo significan't meaning changes-when reversed, although
.

'syntactic constraints make some of them sound awkward when revers d.

In ondlusion, we speculate that children start with an and ffer-,

entiated notion of eimilaritywhich at about the age of 4 becomes differ-

entiated into literal andnonliteral similarity. Then, as children gain

JA.
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;more experience of the world the richness of theirknowledge.begins to

permit the produ4ion and comprehensiod of nonl.ital comparisons which

do not rely'solely on descriptive properties of objects but on properties

of a more abstract and relational nature., This knowledge in turn allows

'for comparisons between objects whose schemata permit more differentiated

salience levels of their constituents and thus, a more sophisticated

appreciation of metaphor.

O /.

A

It

o
4
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Table.i

Nouns Used as A Terms and B Terms

in the Comparison and CategoOzation Tasks

A Terms

B Terms

. Literal
Alternative

Metaphorical
Alternative

Anomalous
Alternative

rain. snow

-eyes ears

clouds fog
r

moon star

o sugar honey

'river lake

sun moon

leg arm
4

ears eyes.

nose mouth

tears dog

buttons 'bicycle,

ice-cream tablg

cookie

snarl -

- snake

orange

stick

t pancakes

f

mount4in

shoe

road

cat

chair

wall

truck

bed

9

a

.
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Table 2

. -

Mean Number of Literal Responses in the Two Tasks (Out of 101-4

Compa rison TaAk'
Age

1:1/1. Pair Type 1./A"Pair Type H/1, Pair Type . L/A. Fair Type 4P

Categorization Task

3
*.

4.2 74 3.9 . 6.3

4 4.6 8.1* 7.0
*

8.8*
,

.

5 4.1 8.e e.8* 96
*

6
* , I .

5.9 9.2 8.8*' 9.81:

Adult 511 10A 9%5* 10.0

.V

to

Mean Number of, Metaphorical Responses

in the ComOillson TaSk

Age Pair Type. M/A, Pail- Type,

3 5.8

4 5.4

5 5.9

,6 .4.1*

Adult

7.0LL

8.9

8.8-

9.4*

Significant above chance, p .05


